second, they capture the gross structure of the lines in the original image. They describe the end points, corners, A novel method for vectorizing line drawing images is presented. The method is based on a sequence of a standard vectori-junctions, and other special points in the image, i.e. the zation algorithm and maximum threshold morphology, which obviously important (dominant) points of a vectorization.
INTRODUCTION
This paper is divided into five parts. First, a classification of vectorization methods is described. Then, a short overVectorization is an often used approach for both reduc-view of published approaches to the automatic vectorization of data and interpretation of line drawing images [1] [2] [3] . tion problem is given. This is followed by a description It can also be used for constructing mosaics from separately of our algorithm. Possible extensions are described and scanned line drawings [4] . The vector representation has evaluated. Results, robustness, and improvements are dissome distinct advantages over encodings by chain-elements, cussed. run-lengths, or skeletons. It is a sensible solution because the ''lines'' in the original scanned image (which are just Paradigm adjacent pixels with no other mutual relation) are represented as geometric lines which can be used for shape repreThis paper focuses on approximating lines in a scanned sentation or feature extraction. Another advantage is that image by straight line segments, called edges. Edges are the vectorization of an image is scale independent.
specified by their start and end points, called nodes, and The reduction of pixels in a scanned image to lines with stored in a special data structure which topologically represtart and end coordinates is a nontrivial process due to sents the graph. We explicitly chose not to use curve segthe thickness of the lines, the angles of the lines, possible ments for approximating curves, because approximating corruption of the input image (''missing'' object pixels, with curve segments is even more difficult than approxietc.), and the size of the images. For an A0 sized image mating with lines. Curves are represented with sequences (1 m 2 ) hundreds of megabytes are involved.
of short straight lines. This paper presents an adaptive vectorization algorithm consisting of three parts (modules): an initial coarse vectorization, followed by determination of ''anchor points,'' 2. CLASSIFICATION OF VECTORIZATION METHODS and finally revectorization between these anchor points. The results can be improved by adding an adaptive clean Converting line drawings from paper or film to a computerized representation can be performed in a number of up part.
Anchor points are so called because of two aspects: first, ways. Lammerts van Bueren [5] considers the following methods. they are fixed at a certain stage of the algorithm, and
''Blind'' Vectorization
It should be noted that all but one algorithm in the following paragraphs describe vectorization approaches In this method, the drawing to be vectorized is pasted for line drawings with lines of one pixel thickness. Such on a digitizing table. The operator uses a mouse for enter-lines can be acquired interactively, e.g., by using a drawing ing the start and end points of each line by clicking on table or digitizing table (but then no automatic vectorizathem. He (she) is concentrated on the drawing and has no tion is necessary). The usual procedure to acquire line direct feedback on the result. drawings is to scan them. In this case, scanned lines should have a thickness of more than one pixel, because otherwise ''Interactive'' Vectorization a criterion similar to the Nyquist criterion will not be satisThe above procedure is used, but the operator is given fied: to prevent aliasing, one has to scan with a resolution feedback by displaying entered points and lines on a high of at least twice the minimum line thickness. resolution computer screen. The disadvantage is that the To apply the algorithms to this type of drawing, the lines operator constantly has to move his head between the in the scanned image have to be reduced to one pixel thick screen and the digitizing table. This may not be desirable lines. This is usually done with a skeletonization algorithm. from a human engineering point of view.
However, this has several disadvantages: corners and Tjunctions are often distorted because they may consist of Scanning and ''Heads-Up'' Vectorization very short spurious or unnecessary lines, and skeletonization is sensitive to rotation. These small lines can often be After scanning, the map is displayed on a high resolution removed with specially designed rules, see for example screen and vectorization is done manually using a mouse Fig. 1 . The algorithm described in this paper uses another as above. The difference is that the result is displayed in approach to solve this problem. an overlay on the map, giving a better opportunity for error Ideally, the most appropriate algorithm should be comdetection. Some additional features, such as ''snapping'' of pared to a (commercial) system. However, this was not points on a grid, may be available in such a system. possible because we do not have such a system available in our laboratory. In [6] a commercial system for vectorizScanning and ''Interactive'' Vectorization ing line drawings is presented. An advantage of this system After scanning, software and an operator are necessary is that it has several subsystems for text and symbol recogfor the vectorization process. When the software is not nition. Unfortunately, their vectorization method and able to make a ''good'' decision as how to go on with the clean up editing subsystem are not described. Also, no vectorization, the judgement of the operator is asked. The evaluation of the resulting vectorization is present. Thus, advantage is that some vectorization is performed automat-no comparisons could be made. ically, the disadvantage is that-depending on whatever one considers ''good''-numerous parameters must be Sparse-Pixel Methods chosen in advance to obtain a satisfactory vectorization (there is no uniform procedure for each type of map).
Dori et al. [7] describe a method to vectorize engineering drawings, which does not require one pixel thick lines. This Scanning and Automatic Vectorization is done by scanning every so many row and column, thereby avoiding the necessity to address every pixel in the image. After scanning, the map is vectorized automatically. This After a (line-like) blob of object pixels has been found, a method is sometimes called ''batch vectorization.'' This is ''zig-zag'' algorithm is used which follows the object pixels what we aim for in this paper: in ambiguous situations, the of the blob row-wise until a nonobject pixel is encountered, system has to make decisions independent of an operator.
then it follows the pixels of the blob column-wise until a This independence calls for the optimization of a distinct nonobject pixel is encountered, then row-wise, etc. until measure which has to be selected with great care, because the end of the blob has been reached. Special provisions if the wrong measure has been optimized, the interactive have been made for scanning horizontal and vertical lines. correction of the result may require even more effort than To detect junctions in the drawing, the average length of the interactive vectorization of the original drawing.
each row and column run is inspected. If a deviation is detected, a junction or change in line-thickness is assumed,
OVERVIEW OF AUTOMATIC
and appropriate action is taken.
VECTORIZATION APPROACHES
An advantage of this method is that most arc segments are detected as arc segments (and not as sequences of In this section, published approaches to automatic vectorization will be described. Most methods will be analyzed straight line segments). Also, the authors extend the method to recognize arrows in engineering drawings. Howto indicate why they are not fully suitable for solving the problem of vectorizing line drawings (specifically maps).
ever, a disadvantage of this method is that for the vectoriza- , approximately 13 thresholds must be adjusted. It is not are based on the minimization of the maximum distance specified for most parameters how they should be set. Also, between the original curve and the approximating edges. it is difficult to judge the performance since no quantitative Consequently, nodes of the approximating edges are not measurement is present.
necessarily part of the original curve as in the previous The remainder of this section describes vectorization method. approaches assuming lines in the input image are of one pixel thickness.
Tolerance Strip Methods
Given a number of points and a maximum and minimum Area Methods strip width, these methods (Dettori [15], Leung and Yang The Wall-Danielsson method [8] is an example of this [16] ) try to fit a strip around the points to be approximated. type of methods. An extension is described in [9] . The Several approaches can be taken: the number of original criterion used is the maximum allowed area deviation per image points in a strip or the length of the strip can be unit line length from the vectorization to the approximated maximized, or the width of the strip can be minimized. curve. The last point on the curve for which this criterion Combinations are also possible. The resulting edge is the is not violated becomes a node in the vectorization and central axis of the strip. this process is repeated until the end of the curve.
In [15, 16] it is not clear how branch points are handled. A principal difficulty is that nodes sometimes do not The algorithms construct a strip from a given start point correspond with corners in the curve because a new edge to the next point until the criterion is violated. When the is only started as soon as the criterion has been violated start point is a branch point, ambiguous situations may [10] . This may happen just a few pixels after a long straight arise, especially when the maximum strip width is large. line turns a corner, and not at the corner itself.
Run-Length Methods Cone Intersection Methods
After computing the run-length encoding of an image, a line adjacency graph is constructed (see e.g., Pavlidis [17, These methods, presented by Williams [11, 12] , and 18]). This graph is used to determine the edges of the Sklansky and Gonzalez [13] , are based on defining a circle vectorization. This method may not be suitable for vecaround each point of the curve in the drawing. The approxitorizing maps because a slightly slanted line with a jagged mating edge has to intersect all these circles. The name of boundary may generate far more than one edge. Furtherthis method originates from the form of the union of all more, the resulting vectorization may be orientation dethese circles seen from the start point, which is a cone. In pendent. [12] the author improves his results obtained in [11] by allowing edges to end outside the circles. Thus, a property Mark and Sweep Methods of this method is that nodes of the approximating edges are not necessarily part of the original curve. This is undeUsing the coordinates of the first point of a curve and the chain code of the contour as input, the method of sirable from the viewpoint of vectorizing maps.
Sirjani and Cross [19] is based on marking all the points structures containing the anchor points and the final vectorization. that may be an end point of a straight line. In the next stage the superfluous marked points are discarded, and the remaining points are the nodes of the vectorization. This Small Object Removal method is not suitable for vectorizing maps because the To detect the small objects in the image, a histogram is outer contour is used: drawings which have lines fully en-made from the length of the diagonal of the bounding box closed by other lines will not be vectorized correctly.
of each connected component (the bounding box has axes parallel to the x-and y-axis). Small objects (characters, Curvature Minima and Maxima Methods small blobs, etc.) are divided among the lower bins while Points of minimum and maximum curvature in a curve the larger (lines, etc.) are divided among the upper bins. can be used for constructing a vectorization. The methods The bin of the first peak in the histogram is used to find of Teh and Chin [20] and Ray and Ray [21] do not require the bin separating the small and large objects: from the an input parameter: points are selected on the basis of bin of the peak a search is done for a series of consecutive their region of support. The idea is that these ''dominant empty bins. This number of consecutive empty bins is depoints'' provide important information for the recognition termined by the minimum of the bin number having the process of the human visual system. The position of the peak, and the value of the peak. dominant points strongly depends on the method by which
The last bin of the series of empty bins is used to separate the region of support is determined. If it is determined the small objects from the large objects. Next, the small incorrectly, dominant points may be discarded. In [20] , objects can be isolated or removed. three different methods are used, but it is not clear which This module is not used in the adaptive vectorization one is preferred.
algorithm, but it is used for the evaluation and to determine the global line thickness.
Maximum Perpendicular Distance Methods

Determination of the Global Line Thickness
The Douglas-Peucker method [22] is an example of these methods. The maximum allowed perpendicular dis-
The global line thickness (w glob ) is determined as follows. tance in pixels t dp from the vectorization to the curve to First, the small objects are removed from the input image. approximate is used as a criterion. The algorithm starts The number of object pixels (N OP ) in the resulting image with two dominant points of the curve as nodes of the is counted. Then, after skeletonization, the image is vecvectorization. When the maximum perpendicular distance torized with the Douglas-Peucker algorithm with t dp ϭ 1 from this vectorization to the curve is larger than t dp , a pixels. Such a small threshold is used to obtain a precise new node is added to the vectorization at the place of the vectorization. Next, the total Euclidean length of the vecmaximum deviation. This process is repeated recursively. torization T EL is determined (that is: the added lengths of Other authors using this principle include Leu and Chen all vectors). The first estimation of the global line thickness [23] , who concentrate on uniqueness of the approximating is computed as w globϪinit ϭ N OP /T EL . Next, a correction ͳ vectorization and its accuracy, and Ramer [24] .
is determined: ͳ ϭ w 2 globϪinit . Also, the number of end Because of its strong tendency to put the nodes on the points (N E ), T-junctions (N T ), and X-junctions (N X ) is decorners of the original image it appears that the Douglas-termined. Each end point contributes ͳ to N OP , and each Peucker method is most suitable for vectorizing maps com-T-junction and X-junction contributes Ϫͳ and Ϫ2ͳ, respecpared to the other algorithms. Therefore, it is chosen as tively. Eventually, w glob (a floating point value) is comthe basis for our adaptive vectorization algorithm. puted as
The outline of the adaptive vectorization algorithm is given in Fig. 2 . It consists of three modules: generation of Generation of a Skeleton Image a coarse vectorization, construction of the anchor points from this vectorization, and finer vectorization between An image with one pixel thick lines is produced with a the anchor points.
skeletonization algorithm followed by removal of skeleton branches shorter than 2w glob . The skeletonization is a Inputs and Outputs pseudo-Euclidean skeleton [25] . This is an improvement over the Hilditch skeleton [26] because a better (almost The inputs to the algorithm are the scanned input image, the global line thickness w glob , and a threshold for the Euclidean) metric is used. This ensures that the skeletonization is less sensitive to rotations. refined vectorization algorithm t dp . Outputs are two data 
Generation of a Coarse Vectorization
tion algorithm t dp . The purpose of this module is to improve the accuracy by reducing the deviation from the lines in The skeleton image is vectorized with the Douglas-the skeleton image. Peuker algorithm as implemented in the CARV package To this end, the skeleton image is again vectorized, but [27] , with (large) t dpϪcoarse ϭ 2w glob  pixels. The result is now with threshold t dp . For each node, the distance to the a coarse vectorization in which the dominant points (end closest anchor point is determined. If this distance is Յ points, corners, junctions) are captured. Because of the w glob pixels, the node is merged with the closest anchor large threshold, small variations are not captured.
point. If t dp is small enough (1 pixels is often a good value), fine details in the image will be captured. This is different Construction of Anchor Points from the module to generate the coarse vectorization, in The dominant points are moved to their ''correct'' loca-which a large t dpϪcoarse was used to capture the gross outline. tion. The correct location is the middle of the intersection At this stage the details are important. of the lines formed by the pixels in the bitmap image: the Our approach is motivated by the idea that the vectorizaplace where nodes ''should be.'' At this stage they are tion should represent the lines in the original image. The called anchor points, to indicate the idea that they give a vectorization may have been distorted by the algorithm coarse outline of the vectorization of the image, and that used. By comparing it with the original image, inconsistenthey do not move in the next module, which refines the vec-cies can be detected. It seems logical to do this only for torization.
the nodes of the coarse vectorization, because these capAdjustment of the dominant points is done using the ture the gross outline of the lines in the original image. coarse vectorization. A region of interest is defined around They also provide important information for the recognieach node in the original image in that vectorization (the tion process of the human visual system [28] . Another node is assumed to be approximately at the correct posi-advantage is that it is computationally more efficient to do tion). Then, a structuring element is constructed from the this only for these nodes. In the next phase, the details node and the edges originating from it. This is matched can be captured. In our approach, this is done by the refined with maximum threshold morphology on the region of vectorization between the anchor points. interest. A better match is expected and this process is 4.1. Construction of Anchor Points repeated until no improvements are observed. The construction of the anchor points is explained in detail in
In the second module in the vectorization algorithm, Section 4.1.
the inputs are the coarse vectorization, the original input image, and the global line thickness w glob . Nodes in the Refined Vectorization between the Anchor Points coarse vectorization are moved to their ''correct'' location-the intersection of the lines in the original imageThis is the last module in the vectorization algorithm. Its inputs are the vectorization with anchor points, the using maximum threshold morphology. After that they are called anchor points. skeleton image, w glob , and the threshold for the vectoriza-
Maximum threshold morphology
is constructed with odd-sized width image. The object pixels of (b) are copied into the structuring element, and assigned the value 1, as shown in (e). and height and integer-valued pixels. With threshold morphology, a threshold t tm is set in advance. Each pixel in Next, the outer contour of (b) is determined, as shown in (c). These pixels are assigned the value 0 in the structuring the binary input image is convolved with the structuring element. If this results in a pixel value larger than or equal element (white pixels-invisible-in (f)). Finally, a border of thickness w loc  is constructed from the contour (again to t tm , the pixel in the binary output image becomes 1, otherwise it becomes 0. With maximum threshold mor-using dilation) shown in (d). This border is copied to the structuring element and its pixels are assigned value Ϫ1. phology, each pixel in the binary input image is convolved with the structuring element, resulting in an output image This is shown in gray in (g). Positive valued pixels indicate a positive, negative a negative, and zero valued a don't with integer valued pixels. Then, the maximum value of that output image is determined, and the output image is care match. thresholded with that value so that a binary image remains, in which the object pixels are the pixels of maximum value Three-valued structuring element. A three-valued structuring element was used because a binary-valued did in the integer valued output image. not suffice. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 . In (a) the binary Determination of the size of the structuring element and input image (and the search region) for the maximum the search region. The thickness of the lines in the original threshold morphology is given. Both a corner and a image should have a direct influence on the construction T-junction are in the search region, and they are very and the size of the structuring element, because otherwise similar except for the third arm of the T-junction. To find the maximum threshold morphology may give wrong re-the anchor point for the corner, a structuring element is sults. To improve accuracy, the local line thickness w loc of constructed from the node in the coarse vectorization at the lines in the original image is determined for each node that corner and its edges. in the coarse vectorization. This is done using the original This is done for example in (b), by dilating the edges image and a pseudo-Euclidean skeleton in a region of from the coarse vectorization. The result of the maximum interest around the node: w loc ϭ N OP /N SP , with N OP the threshold morphology on (a) is given in a 3D plot in (c) number of object pixels, and N SP the number of skeleton (the values in the 3D plot represent the integer pixel values pixels in the region of interest. w loc is a floating point value, of the output image, just before the thresholding operajust as w glob . This approximation method is used instead tion). There are two distinct, but equal-valued maxima, of the more precise approximation method for w glob , be-one for the corner and one for the T-junction. By using a cause it can be computed fast. Also, it is better to use a three-valued structuring element, this can be prevented: value which is approximately correct than to use a value in (d) a structuring element is shown, constructed ac-(w glob ) which may be incorrect. For instance, in Fig. 7d , cording to the method described above. The result of the the local line thickness at the large blobs is much larger maximum threshold morphology on (a) is shown in (e). than w glob . Eventually, w loc is used to determine the size Now, there is only one maximum (the left peak). In concluof the structuring element size strelm :
sion, a three-valued structuring element prevents similar but slightly different structures in the search region from generating more than one maximum.
Determination of the anchor points. The determination of the anchor points is illustrated with an example in Fig. The size of the search region is determined as 5. In (b) an enlargement of (a) is given. The following is 2 ϫ size strelm Ϫ 1. This is the same size as the structuring a description of what happens in the dotted circle in (b). element, enlarged to allow a border to prevent bound-In (c) the result of the coarse vectorization is given: the ary effects.
original image is shown in gray, the edges of the vectorization are shown in black, and the node of the vectorization Construction of the structuring element. The construction of the structuring element is illustrated with an exam-is shown in white.
A structuring element is constructed from node i and ple in Fig. 3 . In (a), the candidate anchor point and its edges in the region of interest are drawn in a binary image. its coarsely vectorized edges. The result is depicted in (d).
Pixels in black have a positive value (1), pixels in gray a This image is dilated for a total of (w loc Ϫ 1)/2 iterations, shown in (b), using 8-and 4-connectivity alternately, to negative value (Ϫ1), and the other pixels a zero value. The new point resulting from the maximum threshold morphollargely suppress the effects of grid anisotropy [30] . This number of iterations was taken because the width of the ogy with (d) on (b) is given in (e) (point ii). Its edges are also drawn to emphasize that the point is only moved. from (f) and (d). After the maximum threshold morphology, the new node found is the same as the node in the Change is observed so the procedure is repeated.
A new structuring element is constructed from the edges previous iteration (iii and iv are the same), so no change is observed and the process stops. Finally, node iv is called and the new node ii in (e), shown in (f) (note that (f) is slightly different from (d) because node i has moved to the anchor point. In (j) the generated points can be compared with each other. ii). After the maximum threshold morphology, the new point is iii in (g). Again, change is observed so the proceThe process not only stops when the points from two subsequent matches are the same, but also when they are dure is repeated.
The new structuring element generated from node iii 4-connected to each other, or after a fixed number of iterations to prevent repetitive looping. The latter may happen and its edges is shown in (h). Again, (h) is slightly different if e.g., a node at location A is moved to location B, in the next match the same node is moved from location B to C, then from C to D, and finally from D back to A.
EXTENDED ADAPTIVE VECTORIZATION ALGORITHM
Sometimes, additional postprocessing is desired. For instance, on the map in Fig. 1a , there are very short parallel lines extending from long lines. These are hatches used on some maps to indicate the inside of the lines enclosing buildings. We call them building hatches. Because they do preceding section offers different possibilities for this kind of processing. Depending on the application, postprocessing modules can be added after each standard module, 6. EVALUATION as follows.
Error Measurement Method Used Postprocessing of the Coarse Vectorization
For the evaluation of the vectorization, we use the evaluThis may be useful for example with X-crossings. Often ation strategy from [3] , which defines a vectorization evaluthese are not vectorized as an X-crossing but as two sepa-ation criterion as follows: rate T-junctions connected by a very short edge. Although
The vectorization is considered satisfactory if, when it the construction of anchor points module will probably is plotted in the original image, the original image overlaps merge them to one node, computation time is saved if they the plotted vectorization. are merged in advance, as merging nodes is computationAn example of this is shown in Fig. 6 . The error is ally less expensive than maximum threshold morphology. measured in two ways: the number of wrong pixels and the number of wrong lines. The number of nodes and edges Postprocessing of the Anchor Points in the vectorization is also reported. Link nodes can be removed if the bend angle Ͱ between Number of wrong pixels. A ''wrong pixel'' is defined the two edges is less than a certain threshold, e.g., ͉Ͱ͉ Յ as a pixel of the vectorization which is not covered by the 15Њ. This can be done when that anchor node does not original bitmap. The percentage wrong is calculated with capture the gross outline of the image.
N W /N T ϫ 100%, with N W the total number of wrong pixels, The problem of removing the building hatches as de-and N T the total number of pixels in the vectorization. In scribed above can be solved by removal of very short edges Fig. 6b, 11 pixels are wrong on a total of 56. in a module to postprocess the refined vectorization, followed by replacing them with one longer edge. Anchor Number of wrong lines. A ''wrong line'' is defined as a line of maximum length which can be formed from conpoints should not be removed: this can be implemented using information in the anchor points structure.
necting ''wrong pixels.'' Such a line is always part of an a The scale is not written on the map. Unfortunately, its location is also unknown, thus it is not possible to determine the scale by measurements in the real world and compare this with measurements on the map. In Fig. 6b , there is one line wrong with a length of 11 pixels.
four line drawings as follows. In all of these experiments, the refined vectorization was computed with t dp ϭ 1 6.2. Description of the Line Drawings Used pixels. Different line drawings (mostly maps) on different scales -experiment geo-ext. Because map geo has building and resolutions were used for evaluation. This is summa-hatches, it is expected that too many nodes and edges will rized in Table 1 . The maps ''geo'' and ''Leiden'' are cadas-be generated. To handle this, the postprocessing module tral maps, map ''gbkn'' is a large scale base map of the removes edges connected to link nodes with length Յ Netherlands (abbreviated in Dutch as G.B.K.N.), and 2w glob , until a nonlink or anchor node is encountered. The ''scheme'' is an electrical diagram (see Fig. 7 ). The scanners two extremes are then reconnected with one (longer) edge. used were for map geo a Scitex ELP 2 scanner, for map Nonanchor link nodes also are removed if the bend angle Leiden a Vidar A0 scanner, and for map gbkn and sche-Ͱ between the two edges is ͉Ͱ͉ Յ 5Њ. matic diagram scheme a Hewlett-Packard Scanjet IIc. The -experiment leiden-ext-one. No postprocessing of entry ''template'' in the column ''drawing method'' indi-the refined vectorization is done. cates that the map was drawn by hand, but that the charac--experiment leiden-ext-two. Nonanchor link nodes ters and numbers were written using a template.
are removed if the bend angle Ͱ between the two edges is ͉Ͱ͉ Յ 5Њ.
Experiments
-experiment gbkn-ext. No postprocessing of the reFor evaluation, the four different line drawings were fined vectorization is done. vectorized with the algorithms described in the previous -experiment scheme-ext. No postprocessing of the sections. These are compared with results in [3] . All images refined vectorization is done. were preprocessed by automatic removal of small objects
• extension clean. After preprocessing, the image is vec-(e.g., characters, numbers). This was done because the torized with the adaptive vectorization algorithm described vectorization algorithm must be evaluated, and vectoriza-in Section 4 and the postprocessing modules described in tion of small objects does not give an accurate measure-Section 5. ment of the performance of the vectorization algorithm.
Postprocessing of the coarse vectorization. The postThe experiments are labeled with the name of the line processing of the coarse vectorization consists of removing drawing followed by an extension, printed in italics. The link nodes if the bend angle Ͱ between the two edges is extensions are:
͉Ͱ͉ Յ 15Њ, and merging the endpoints of an edge of length • extension dp. After preprocessing, the image is vec-Յ 2w glob  to a new node in the middle of that edge (and torized using the standard Douglas-Peucker algorithm effectively removing that edge). Using this last rule, two with t dp ϭ 1 pixels.
T-junctions are merged to one X-junction.
• extension adap. After preprocessing, the image is vecPostprocessing of the anchor points. No postprocessing torized with the adaptive vectorization algorithm described of the anchor points is done. in Section 4. We used t dp ϭ 1 pixels in the module to refine the vectorization.
Postprocessing of the refined vectorization. The post-• extension ext. After preprocessing, the image is vec-processing of the refined vectorization consists of two parts. torized with the adaptive vectorization algorithm described To compute the refined vectorization, we used t dp ϭ 1 in Section 4 and the postprocessing modules described in pixels. The first part removes edges connected to nonanSection 5. All experiments with extension ext have the chor link nodes and reconnects the endpoints of these two same postprocessing modules for the coarse vectorization edges with a longer edge. This is only done if the error and for the anchor points.
according to the vectorization evaluation criterion is 0 for Postprocessing of the coarse vectorization. Postproces-all edges involved. So the error cannot change using this sing of the coarse vectorization merges two T-junctions clean up rule, only the number of nonanchor nodes can connected with an edge of length Յ w glob into one X-change. The second part moves a node in the eight chain junction.
code directions under the condition that the error of the attached edges decreases. At the location of the coordiPostprocessing of the anchor points. Postprocessing of nates of the new node must be an object pixel in the original the anchor points consists of two operations: two T-junc-bitmap. This is done first for nonanchor nodes, and then tions connected with an edge Յ w glob are merged to one for anchor nodes. X-junction, and link nodes are removed if the bend angle Ͱ between the two edges is ͉Ͱ͉ Յ 15Њ.
• extension icdar93. These are the results of the vectori-zation described in [3] . In that paper, the vectorization was vectorization. In contrast, in this paper the full vectorization is evaluated. refined using special rules, see e.g., Fig. 1 . Only the results for the ''geo'' and the ''Leiden'' maps can be described because only those maps have been evaluated. In that 6.4. Results and Discussion paper, edges from the vectorization connected to end points are removed. Thus, only polygons remain in the The total number of pixels in the vectorization (N T ), the number of wrong pixels in the vectorization (N W ), the vectorization. This was done to prevent border effects. This explains the difference in the number of pixels of the number of nodes and edges, and the number of wrong FIG. 8 . Fraction of the results of experiment geo-dp (top) and geo-clean (bottom).
FIG. 9.
Fraction of the results of experiment leiden-dp (top) and leiden-clean (bottom).
FIG. 10.
Fraction of the results of experiment gbkn-dp (top) and gbkn-clean (bottom). 11 . Fraction of the results of experiment scheme-dp (top) and scheme-clean (bottom). short distance, and if the Douglas-Peucker algorithm fails to locate a node within the circle, the number of nodes and edges increases. Experiment geo-adap-eros-orim indicates that the vecsecond for map geo, Leiden, and gbkn, and about 1 node torization found is reasonable: the errors are lower than per 1.7 second for line drawing scheme.
in experiment geo-adap but still higher than experiment The problem with automatic vectorization is the deter-geo-dp. The number of nodes and edges is highest for mination of the ''significance'' of nodes. Some nodes can experiment geo-dp, and lowest for experiment geo-adap. be moved over a larger distance than others while keeping Again, experiment geo-adap-eros-orim is in between. their ''identity'' (i.e., the vectorization does not change Sometimes, erosion can be a good idea before vectorization significantly). Consequently, some nodes have more possi-at the cost of more nodes and edges. ble realizations than others. This can be associated with Experiment geo-adap-dil has a smaller error than geoentropy. Examples of low-entropy nodes are dominant adap-dil-orim. This is so because our vectorization critepoints, such as sharp corners, junctions or end points, rion is better satisfied in the former than in the latter experwhereas the nodes in a curve, or link nodes with a small iment. bend angle between the edges have a high entropy. An accurate location of high-entropy nodes will be difficult to Influence of Scale or Resolution Change find because many ''correct'' locations are possible. Other
The influence of scale or resolution change influences solutions may be exploited: if many high-entropy nodes the algorithm only because lines may have a different are found close together, they may be part of the same global line thickness (assuming that lines will not be broken curve, and a curve segment may be constructed. No reby a too low scanning resolution). This has already been search has been done in this direction because the results discussed above. of our algorithm (especially with the clean experiment) were already very satisfactory.
Influence of ''Magic Numbers''
To avoid the use of too many ''magic numbers,'' most
ROBUSTNESS AND IMPROVEMENTS
parameters have been made dependent on the global or Influence of Global Line Thickness local line thickness. The size of the structuring element is a certain factor (7) times the local line thickness. This and Some parameters in the algorithm depend on the global others have been chosen for efficiency: if the structuring line thickness w glob . For example, nodes closer than w glob element is larger, the cost for the computation of the morpixels from an anchor point are merged with that point in phological operations increases. Efficiency was the guidethe module which vectorizes between anchor points.
line for all magic numbers, except for the magic number Two additional experiments were done to get an indicat dp ϭ 1 pixels: this value was chosen because it gives an tion of the performance of the algorithm with different accurate approximation of the lines in the original image. values of w glob . Ideally, one should use the same line drawThis can be seen from the experiments with extension dp: ing, drawn with pens of varying thickness, but these drawthe results are good, at the cost of a larger number of ings were not available. Scanning the same drawing with nodes and edges. different resolutions would not work: in that case also the scale would be different. Therefore, we used the same Extensions to the Algorithm drawing and used erosion and dilation to simulate drawings in which only the thickness of lines was different.
The vectorization method described in this paper offers several possibilities for enhancement. The number of Map geo was eroded (experiment geo-adap-eros) and dilated (experiment geo-adap-dil) one 8-connected itera-wrong lines can also be used for correcting the vectorization: if the wrong line is known, it can be corrected by tion, and experiment geo-adap was repeated. Both vec- 
